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Abstract. An attractive solution to provide several channels
with very high data rates of tens of Gbit s−1 for digital-toanalog converters (DACs) in arbitrary waveform generators
(AWGs) is to use a high speed serializer in front of the DAC.
As data sources, on-chip memories, digital signal processors or field-programmable gate arrays can be used. Here,
we present a serializer consisting of a 19 channel 16 : 1 multiplexer (MUX) for output data rates up to 64 Gbit s−1 per
channel and a low skew (∼ 8.8 ps) two-phase frequency divider and clock distribution network that is completely realized in static CMOS logic. The circuit is designed in a
28 nm Fully-Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator (FD-SOI) technology and will be used in an 8 bit 64 GS s−1 DAC between
the on-chip memory and the DAC output stage. Due to a four
bits unary and four bits binary segmentation, a 19 channel
MUX is required. Simulations on layout level reveal a datadependent peak-to-peak jitter of less than 1.8 ps at the output
of one MUX channel with a total average power consumption of approximately 1.15 W of the whole MUX and clock
network.

1

Introduction

Digital-to-analog converters (DACs) with very high conversion rates and bandwidth are of special interest for optical
coherent transceiver systems. Especially multi-rate coherent dense wavelength division multiplexing transceivers with
data rates of 100 Gbit s−1 and above use DACs in combination with digital signal processing (DSP) on their transmitter side (Laperle and O’Sullivan, 2014). Figure 1 shows a
block diagram of an optical coherent transmitter system. After DSP which mainly performs encoding and forward error
correction, two complex digital signals (I /Q) for each of the

two polarisations (X/Y ) are converted to analog signals by
four DACs. The analog signals are linearly amplified to drive
the optical modulators. Particularly, higher-order modulation
schemes require high performance DACs. Moreover, they are
also used in arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs).
To provide several channels with very high data rates of
tens of Gbit s−1 , multiplexers (MUXs) are required for serialization (Huang et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2017). Here, a fullydifferential serializer including a 19 channel 16 : 1 MUX for
output data rates up to 64 Gbit s−1 per channel as well as a
low skew (∼ 8.8 ps) two-phase differential frequency divider
and clock distribution network is presented. Accordingly,
maximum output data rate of one channel is achieved for an
input data rate of 4 Gbit s−1 on each of the 16 MUX inputs.
The circuit is designed in a 28 nm Fully-Depleted Silicon-onInsulator (FD-SOI) technology and is completely realized in
static CMOS logic. It will be used in an 8 bit 64 GS s−1 segmented DAC between the on-chip memory and the DAC output stage. The segmentation is given by four unary weighted
bits and four binary weighted bits resulting in 19 input channels. A block diagram of the whole serializer system is shown
in Fig. 2. The main parts are the MUX tree consisting of 19
identical 16 : 1 MUX channels, a central clock divider and
clock distribution network, transmission lines for clock distribution as well as local drivers right before each channel.
2

28 nm FD-SOI Technology

The MUX is designed in the STMicroelectronics 28 nm FDSOI CMOS technology. The technology has many advantageous features compared to deteriorating properties of transistors in conventional bulk processes. For instance, it helps
reducing leakage currents, prevents latch-ups and leads to
an improvement of the sub-threshold slope. Finally, FD-SOI
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Figure 1. Optical coherent transmission system (Huang et al., 2015;
Cao et al., 2017; Laperle and O’Sullivan, 2014).
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Figure 2. Fully-differential serializer including the MUX and the
clock network. The MUX consists of 19 identical 16 : 1 MUX channels, each of them provides an output data rate of 64 Gbit s−1 for an
input data rate of 16 × 4 Gbit s−1 . Additionally, a central frequency
divider and clock distribution network generates the necessary clock
signals feeding local drivers in front of all MUX channels.

technology allows for flip well transistors due to a buried oxide (BOX) layer of 25 nm below the thin channel of 7 nm,
meaning an NMOS transistor is built on an n-well and a
PMOS transistor is build on a p-well layer separated by the
BOX. This specific feature enables more efficient forward
body biasing within a much larger voltage range compared
to bulk processes which is an advantage owing to strong
threshold voltage control and faster switching processes. So,
the well areas act as a back gate that can be biased independently (Magarshack et al., 2013; Noel et al., 2009, 2011;
Planes et al., 2012). Figure 3 illustrates the cross section of
flip well FD-SOI MOSFETs. In the system presented here, a
body voltage of VBB,n = +1.3 V is applied to the n-well and
a voltage of VBB,p = −1.3 V is applied to the p-well to bias
the MOSFETs for low threshold voltage and high speed.

3

Multiplexer Structure

The fully-differential MUX consists of 19 identical 16 : 1
MUX channels. Figure 4a shows the block diagram of one
16 : 1 MUX channel. It is realized in 15 cascaded 2 : 1 stages,
each of them consisting of five latches in a two-latch-threeAdv. Radio Sci., 16, 99–108, 2018

Figure 3. Schematic layer structure of the used FD-SOI flip well
MOSFETs according to Noel et al. (2009, 2011) (not to scale). The
thin channel regions below the gates (G) are shown in white. S and
D indicate the raised source and drain regions.

latch structure and a transmission gate (TG). A detailed
block diagram as well as an example for ideal input and
output waveforms of a single 2 : 1 MUX stage are depicted
in Fig. 4b and c, respectively. The configuration in Fig. 4b
avoids simultaneous transitions at the TG inputs and limits
the number of required differential clock phases for all clock
domains to one. The need of only one differential clock phase
is the main advantage of the cascaded MUX structure discussed here. Moreover, the input data is synchronous in contrast to a configuration with equal number of latches at the
inputs. To generate an output data rate of 64 Gbit s−1 out of
an input data rate of 4 Gbit s−1 , 15 of these stages have to be
cascaded in a four-stage binary tree for each of the 19 channels.
For clk = L, the first latches for D0 as well as D1 are transparent. The TG is transparent in the M0 path for clk = L and
in the M1 path for clk = H , respectively. The realizations of
the fast latches and TGs are depicted in Fig. 5. The latches
consist of TGs, a clocked feedback path and output drivers.
4

Frequency Divider and Clock Distribution Network

To drive the whole MUX tree, four differential clocks are required with the frequencies 32, 16, 8 and 4 GHz. The input
clock signal is a differential 32 GHz signal. All other clock
signals are generated by flipflop-based frequency dividers.
Moreover, a clock distribution tree with large drivers is necessary for operation of all 19 MUX channels. This block of
clock generation and clock drivers in combination with transmission lines for distribution builds up the clock network that
is shown in total in Fig. 6. As the number of latches and TGs
doubles going to the next lower frequency level, the load for
www.adv-radio-sci.net/16/99/2018/
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Figure 4. (a) Block diagram of one 16 : 1 MUX channel. It consists of 15 single 2 : 1 MUX stages depicted as block diagram in (b). The
corresponding ideal waveforms and timing for one 2 : 1 MUX stage are shown in single-ended form in (c). The colors indicate the transparent
states of the TGs for the signals M0 (red line/yellow box) and M1 (blue line/blue box).
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Figure 5. Realization of the fast latches (a) as well as circuit of the
differential TGs performing the multiplexing function (b).

the clock drivers is kept the same by consequent downscaling of transistor widths in the latches and the TGs. An important issue for proper multiplexing is a precise alignment
of phases, i.e. low skew of the different clock signals. This is
done by a careful design of the driver chains in the different
clock branches. To compensate for clock-to-output delays of
the frequency dividers and different fan-outs, additional inverters of constant transistor widths (4 µm for NMOS and
8 µm for PMOS transistors) are inserted in the higher frequency branches. In the final stages, the driver capability has
to be increased by a tapered cascade of inverters with an effective fan-out of approximately 1.4 to 1.5.
www.adv-radio-sci.net/16/99/2018/

Figure 7 shows the realization of the different frequency
dividers used in the serializer at different stages.
The frequency divider for 32 GHz (position A in Fig. 6)
does not have a reset because the extra capacitive load by
additional transistors would be too high for operation at
32 GHz. Therefore, the divider starts immediately with the
first edge of the external clock. For initialization, minimum
width pull-down NMOS transistors are inserted at the gates
of the large inverters (nodes n3 and n4 in Fig. 7). For symmetry reasons, always-off NMOS transistors are placed at positions n1 and n2. In contrast to this frequency divider, the
other dividers for lower frequencies (positions B and C in
Fig. 6) are provided with an additional NAND gate as reset
circuit (see Fig. 7b) realizing the logical function In · R (differentially). The reset function is very important not only for
initialization and starting at a dedicated time but also for a
cascaded start of the whole serializer. By subsequent switching on the different frequency levels, large current jumps
leading to voltage drops that can cause a collapse of the clock
dividers can be omitted. The inverters in both frequency dividers have different dimensions. This ensures a comparable fan-out of the output inverters (clk/2 and clk/2) that are
loaded externally and the other inverters.
The clock distribution through a non-terminated transmission line and the local drivers before each of the MUX channels are shown in detail in Fig. 8. The use of extra cascaded local drivers with NMOS widths Wn reaching from
4 to 12 µm (PMOS widths Wp = 2 · Wn ) is necessary to re-
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Figure 9. (a) Small-signal frequency response normalized to the value at f = 0 Hz and (b) small-signal gain vs. input voltage of one inverter
loaded by a duplicate without and with resistive feedback on schematic level. The green line in (a) shows the −3 dB line. The DC operating
point for the frequency response simulations is chosen to be 0.5 V. A resistively coupled inverter is shown on the right hand side (c).

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Eye diagrams of the signal after the 32 GHz path driver chain (single-ended) without resistive feedback (a) and with resistive
feedback (b) for schematic simulations and a data rate of 64 Gbit s−1 . As input source, a pseudo-random bit stream was chosen.

duce the capacitive load by a factor of 1/3 at each transmission line tap and therefore, it increases the line impedance.
Between each tap with distance 10 µm, an inductance in the
order of L ≈ 5 pH can be extracted. The capacitance is assumed to be dominated by the first local driver gate capacitance and it can be estimated to be C ≈ 12 fF. In the transmission line equivalent circuit, the resistance is neglected in
a first order approximation to show the main effect of capacitive load. Additionally, the local drivers regenerate the clock
signal voltage levels (see later).
Driving a huge load of 19 16 : 1 MUX channels requires
large clock output drivers with 80 µm NMOS width as well
as 160 µm PMOS width and therefore a long tapered driver
chain for each frequency domain. In the case of the 32 GHz
frequency domain, the bandwidth of the 22 stage CMOS inverters chain is right at the edge of proper operation. The long

www.adv-radio-sci.net/16/99/2018/

chain is required for delay compensation and reaching the
required output driver capability. Considering layout effects
and process variations makes a further increase of their bandwidth necessary. In order to omit a massive shift of the average voltage away from 0.5 V preventing the 32 GHz clock
signal from passing through the driver chain, a resistive feedback (see Fig. 9c) similar to analog amplifiers is introduced
in the inverters, like e.g. in Wu et al. (2005) and Chao et al.
(2008). The frequency response normalized to the value at
f = 0 Hz and the small-signal gain function of one inverter
with and without feedback loaded by a duplicate are shown
in Fig. 9. It becomes obvious that the small-signal −3 dB
bandwidth increases from about 7 to about 60 GHz by introducing resistive feedback and the inverter is linearized because the gain is constant over a larger input voltage range.
However, it is much smaller. The coupling prevents the long

Adv. Radio Sci., 16, 99–108, 2018
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(a) μ ≈ 677.7 mV, σ ≈ 302.9 mV

(b) μ ≈ 36.5 %, σ ≈ 10.3 %

(c) μ ≈ 743.8 mV, σ ≈ 28.1 mV

(d) μ ≈ 46.4 %, σ ≈ 2.4 %

Figure 11. Monte-Carlo simulation results of a long output driver chain with fan-outs of approximately 1.5 similar to the one used in the clock
distribution system for 50 simulations. In (a) and (b) the results without resistive coupling, in (c) and (d) the results with resistive coupling
are shown. The values of the maximum amplitude Vmax and the single-ended duty cycles with reference to 0.5 V after the long driver chain
are given. In the simulations, process variations as well as mismatch are included. The mean values (µ) and the standard deviations (σ ) are
also given. Without feedback, a yield of only 70 % is found, i.e., in 30 % of the cases, the driver chain signal collapses with maximum below
0.5 V.

inverter chain from not being functional leading to constant
outputs as a change in the average input voltage away from
0.5 V is not that critical like in the non-coupled case. Owing to that, this concept is also interesting for data paths. The
output signals of the inverter chain of the 32 GHz path with
22 inverters without as well as with resistive feedback are
compared in Fig. 10 on schematic level. For the visualization of bandwidth and data-dependent jitter considerations,
the inverter chain is excited by a pseudo-random bit stream
instead of a clock signal. Obviously, the data-dependent jitter
can be decreased from approximately 5 to about 1 ps with resistive feedback due to linearization and small-signal bandwidth increase although the large-signal rise and fall times
are not improved. The increase in bandwidth is at the ex-

Adv. Radio Sci., 16, 99–108, 2018

pense of a lower gain, more power consumption and voltage level degeneration that can be directly seen in the eye
diagrams in Fig. 10. To compensate for level degeneration,
the local drivers not being resistively coupled regenerate the
voltage levels of the clock signals to a certain extend in addition to the already mentioned decrease of the capacitive load.
Moreover, the clock dividers are loaded by inverters without
coupling, too.
As there is a trade-off between an increasing bandwidth on
the one hand and power consumption, voltage level degeneration as well as gain reduction on the other hand, we chose
the design rule for the feedback resistance R as a function
of the NMOS transistor width Wn according to Eq. (1). The
PMOS transistor width Wp is always twice Wn . That way, a
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Figure 13. Single-ended output of the clock network for resistive
and capacitive parasitics extraction. The skew of all four clock signals is indicated.
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Figure 12. Layout of the whole serializer. In the lower part, the
frequency dividers and clock drivers can be identified for all four
clock domains whereas in the upper part, the 16 : 1 MUX channels
are located. The size of a single MUX channel is indicated by a blue
box.

maximum small-signal gain between 1.5 and 2 is still reached
(see Fig. 9b).
R=

4000  · µm
Wn

(1)

Another essential requirement for the clock network is the
reliability over process variations. Therefore, Monte-Carlo
simulations including process variations and mismatch have
been carried out to identify the system’s variability. Owing to
a huge netlist of the clock network extraction, these statistical
simulations are performed on a schematic level. However, to
estimate layout effects, the simulated frequency is chosen to
be approximately 35 % larger, i.e. 43 GHz, which is a worstcase value essentially based on the expected slowdown of
design due to layout capacitance. A slowdown of 35 % is assumed to be a worst case value based on extraction results
of a delay cell with slow transistor corners. The simulation
results in Fig. 11 illustrate the advantage of resistively coupled inverter chains. First, the maximum values of the clock
output signals are considered. On the one hand, the yield for
the non-coupled chain is only 70 % which can be seen in the
top left figure. For some cases, the maximum output voltage is less than 0.5 V which essentially means a collapse of
the signal. On the other hand, the maximum voltage values
www.adv-radio-sci.net/16/99/2018/

of the coupled chain are always well beyond 0.5 V indicating a proper operation. Nevertheless, the voltage degeneration can be observed clearly. These simulations were carried
out for an output driver stage of only 13 inverters. For the
whole 32 GHz path, the non-coupled inverter chain does not
work anymore at the given frequency. Secondly, the (singleended) duty cycles with reference to 0.5 V are of particular
importance for proper operation (see right figures in Fig. 11).
Whereas the duty cycles in the non-coupled case are mostly
below the seeked value of 50 %, the duty cycles in the case
of coupled inverters are closer to 50 % for the most part.
To summarize, the static CMOS operating frequency can
be increased by resistive feedback leading to reliable functionality of the clock network. In contrast to current mode
logic (CML) circuits, no extra supply voltages are required
which is an advantage. This concept is completely compatible with static CMOS logic circuits and their power supply.
However, the disadvantages of resistively coupled inverter
chains are a reduced gain (gain-bandwidth product), degenerated voltage levels (see Fig. 9b) and a much higher average
power consumption. One positive effect of the higher static
power consumption is the relaxation of current peaks during
the switching on process. However, it is a big drawback for
the envisaged low power CMOS system.

5

Layout and Simulation Results

In Fig. 12, the complete serializer layout with the dimensions
of approximately 245 µm × 120 µm is depicted. At the bottom, the frequency dividers as well as the clock trees for the
different frequency domains can be seen. On the upper part,
the 19 vertically shifted 16 : 1 MUX channels are visible.
The following simulations include resistive and capacitive parasitics extraction. Additionally, the clock transmisAdv. Radio Sci., 16, 99–108, 2018
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Figure 14. Eye diagrams at the input (a) and output (b, c) of the last 2 : 1 MUX stage with an output data rate of 64 Gbit s−1 for 200
transitions. Plot (b) shows the eyes of the two input channels separately, plot (c) shows them in one eye diagram for a period of 15.625 ps.
Table 1. Comparison of the last serializer stages in state-of-the-art high speed DACs.
Greshishchev et al. (2011)

Huang et al. (2014)

Schuh et al. (2016)

Cao et al. (2017)

This work

65 nm
CMOS
6

28 nm
CMOS
8

55 nm
BiCMOS
6

20 nm
CMOS
8

28 nm
CMOS
8

56

100

100

64

no

yes
(4×)
25

no

no

64
(simulated∗ )
no

100

64

Technology
Nominal DAC
resolution (bit)
DAC conversion
rate (GS s−1 )
Time interleaving
Last MUX stage
output (Gbit s−1 )

56

64
(simulated∗ )

∗ Extraction including resistive and capacitive parasitics and additionally inductances for the clock transmission lines.

sion lines are extracted considering also inductance. For simplicity, only one MUX channel is shown here. For the clock
network, a skew of about 8.8 ps for the different frequencies
can be extracted from Fig. 13 which fulfills one condition for
proper operation of the MUX at all input clock frequencies
up to 32 GHz. Other important conditions are a low data path
skew, temperature stability as well as parameter mismatch
and variations tolerance. As the clock signals are propagating
through transmission lines, the delay in the different MUX
stages due to this propagation requires the DAC output to
be at the top in Fig. 12. That way, the clock signal and the
analog output signal propagate in the same direction and the
delays proceed similarly in the clock transmission line or in
the analog line, respectively.
In Fig. 14, the timing at the last 2 : 1 MUX stage for
64 Gbit s−1 for one input is shown on the left hand side. The
TG is transparent for clk = L and it becomes obvious that a
skew of several picoseconds between the 32 and the 16 GHz
clock signals can be tolerated. A margin of approximately
+5 and −10 ps is estimated from Fig. 14a for the 32 GHz
clock signal referred to the 16 GHz clock signal. Lower frequency stages have a margin of a multiple. The eye diagrams
at the output of the last 2 : 1 MUX stage are presented in
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Fig. 14b and c for both input channels separately (b) and in
total (c). They reveal a data-dependent peak-to-peak jitter of
less than 830 fs for the single eyes of both input channels.
Owing to a still non-perfect duty cycle of the 32 GHz clock
signal which is already indicated in Fig. 11d, the horizontal eye openings for the two depicted channels are not completely symmetrical. A difference of approximately 2 ps can
be stated in the horizontal eye opening depending on process parameters. Considering also the effect of non-perfect
clock duty cycle, the data-dependent jitter increases to approximately 1.73 ps (Fig. 14c). To improve the duty cycle of
the 32 GHz clock signal, an already increased positive supply
voltage of 1.1 V is applied to the clock output drivers. However, MUX, clock dividers and local clock drivers are operated at standard 1.0 V supply voltage. Generally, to compensate for the different eye openings, one can e.g. further vary
the supply voltage of the driver network or add an appropriate pre-distortion to the 32 GHz input clock signal.
The total average power consumption of the system Ptotal
consisting of the MUX and local drivers part PMUX+loc. drivers
as well as the clock network part Pclock network is given in

www.adv-radio-sci.net/16/99/2018/
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heubacher Tagung 2017, Miltenberg, Germany, 25–27 September
2017.

Ptotal = PMUX+loc. drivers + Pclock network
≈ 555 mW + 590 mW ≈ 1.15 W

(2)

The power consumption is dominated by the clock network.
Its contribution is Pclock network ≈ 600 mW and a major part
of the local drivers contributes to PMUX+loc. drivers ≈ 550 mW.
Due to the proximity of the local drivers and the MUX stages,
the MUX has to share its power supply with the local drivers.
Finally, the power consumption requires an adequate cooling
concept which is realized by thinned chips (≤ 150 µm) and
active cooling.
6

Conclusions

To conclude, a serializer with a 19 channel 16 : 1 MUX including a frequency divider and clock distribution network
for output data rates up to 64 Gbit s−1 is shown. Simulations
with parasitic extraction reveal a data-dependent peak-topeak jitter of less than 1.8 ps at the output of one MUX channel, a total average power consumption of approximately
1.15 W of the whole serializer and potentially 1.216 Tbit s−1
throughput. This circuit can be used together with an output stage and a resistance network in an 8 bit 64 GS s−1
DAC with four bits unary and four bits binary segmentation for optical communication systems or AWGs. Table 1
shows the DACs with highest conversion rates and the output data rate of their last digital front-end serializer stages.
The DAC front-end MUX stage presented here reveals one of
the highest output data rates in CMOS technology to the best
of the authors’ knowledge. Only in bipolar technology, significant faster multiplexing is achieved (Schuh et al., 2016).
Simulation results are comparable to the serializer in Cao
et al. (2017) but the speed is achieved in the 28 nm technology node and in static CMOS logic (modified by resistive coupling) instead of CML. The main advantages of this
circuit are the high output data rates up to 64 Gbit s−1 , the
static CMOS compatibility concerning supply voltages and
the requirement of only one differential clock phase for all
frequency domains. For high-speed DAC applications, the
shown results are very promising.
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